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Those daring young men in their flying
machines. We have had very little record
attempting in Australia in the past · year,
do you know of records being broken,
then tell the Editor and supply the photo
evidence to go with it.
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1979 - FEDERAL CONVENTION
YEA - Victoria.
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Standing: Craig, Bill, Bob, Bruce, Jeff, Rod
front Row: Mike, Alan.
The others were too busy talking to have their photos
taken.
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T.A.H.G.A. Past Presidents Report
The task of looking after the affairs of T.A.H.G.A.
for the year 1978 fell to Ray Fehlberg and Martin Pearce
by default. As March 31 draws near . the smiles on their
faces are getting larger day by day.
Their efforts in obtaining insurance in our hour of need
was tremendous. We also have a new A.N.O. with
implications which will need to be discussed at the 1 79
Convention.
Our nu mb er of finahcial members seems to have fallen
to an all timellow. Maybe this means that our sport has
now stabilized to a serious group of fliers.
Our safety record appears to be · better. This could be
caused either by (a) less accidents
(b) less accidents being reported.
The Championships held at Burra will never be forgotten.
The rapport between the officials and the fliers was
unbelievable.
It is with regret that we announbe the death of the
Australian championships in 1979. It is to be hoped
that they wi~l - be resurrected.
Some of our members journeyed overseas and performed
credibly on th e competition circuit~ Our fliers have
pr oved to be the world's best. Some enbouragement by
the executive would seem to be in order.
Communication to Government DOT and FAI were handled by
H.G.F.A. Communications between H.G.F.A., T.A.H.G.A.,
state associations and members were handled by P.M.G.
and Telecom. Some quicker method may be found by the
incoming executive.
Hang gliding means getting . up into the air.
Let us get up there in

1

79.
Bob French
President.
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First · ite~ on the T.AoH~G.A. Cohvention agenda was
a Motion for Election of a President.
"That Bill Moyes be elected President of T.A.H.G.A ."
This motion was unanimously passed by all States.
It is with great pleasure th at · we welcome Bill t o this
position, and our s upp ort of him I am sure will be
an encouragement for the whole of the new e xecutiv e.
I do n't thin g Bill needs much introduction to most of
you, but if he can be persauded to send a photo and
a bit about himself it will be printed in the next
Skysailor. No doubt Molly will come in for her fair
share of work also.
Other motions wh ich -may need q~ick communication are
as follows; all have been carried by the convention~
nThe Annual Subscription ·be set at . $12- □□ - per · flying
grade of member per -State oi T~frito~j A~s66iati6ns
· This subscription - does not in~lud~ th~ c6~pulsory
insurance premium. · Total figure to be r ounded off to
the near es t dollar.-'~ -

That T. A.H. G. A~ actively seek uni fi6ation with AWS ,q -KFD
to create one single unified administrative bo dy for
the sport of hang gliding"

0

nThat any member of TAHGA . who fails to pay any compulsory
third party insurance levy that may or may not be levied
during the year as a s~patate ~charg~ - from the ~nnual
Me mber ship Fee, shall immediately become ~n unfiri~ncial
member after a date to be s~t by th~ ·F ed~i~l Executive.
The me~bers n~me shall b~ riot~d ~s unfinancial and the
. ~t e au th ora~ies
.
appropri~
1~ f-ormsw• H-· ·
I

•

•

,..J

''That ~ny memb~r 6f the A~~66i~fi6n~-~ep6~ted - ~s breaching
ANO 95.8 or the rGl~~, r~~ulati6ri~ ~rid-difeciti6~s of
TeA.H.G.A., then this memb~~ts bfeacih - 6f.66nduct can be
discussed at the Safety Officsr - □ r - executive level of the
State Associa,tion. If the · breach in -·the opinion of the
St~t~ -E~eciUti~e i§ § -~~tioLl§ ' 6ri~, - th~h -th§ fu ~mb~r
concerned shall be called before a meeting of the full
executive and given. a full.reprimand and first wa~ning. •

i

\
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b.
If the member fails to heed the demand that he present
himself before the executive, then · a letter containing
the executive's comments and the first warning shall
be sent to that member.
If that member commits a second breach of conduct as
outlined previously, and the executive considers it
a serious breach, then the full details of the case
shall be forwarded to the TAHG A Federal Executive with
the recommendation that the appropriate authorities be
approached to take action against that person so as to
prevent him or her from undertaking any further hang
gliding activities for a time period as specified by
the authorities."
"That TAHGA give assistance to any group wishing to set
up their own administration relating to the operation
of ANO 95-10 aircraft."
"All States should submit by November 1st 1979 written
proposals for revision of ANO 96-8 States to respond."
"That TAHG approach the AWSA-KFD via the
offer of the suggestion that KFO members
respective iAHGA State Organisations for
and information distribution (Skysail □ ri

HGFA withtthe
join the
insurance
purprn;3es."

"That TAHGA does not accept responsibility for, or
control of, any form of powered aircraft.II
"That TAHGA recommend to HGFA that a· Delegate and an
alternate delegate be authorised to attend the CIVL
meeting in Paris in August 1979."
"That TAHGA adopt the proposed rating system and that it
be adopted as an improvement over the existing system
with agreed amendments."
"That KFO Masters rating ho.lder be exempted from the
minimum time provisions only on the Hang Rating System."
"That SAHGA be responsible for the publication of
"Sky sailor" magazine for the remainder of 1979. All
states will operate a "Skysailor" reporter responsible
for providing complete paste-up copy and photographs
by the 12th day of each calendar month. Distribution
to be carried out by each state. Funding will initially
c ome ·from TAHGA funds."

I

'1.
"That the TAHGA executive and particularly the editor
mu~t ei~~dite the continuing production of Skysailor
magazine."
"That TAHGA approach the AWSA-KFD via the HGFA and
suggest that Skysailor become the national magazine for
both TAHGA and AWSA-KFD, with magazin~ articles being
called for from both groups of flyers. vi
''That a competitions committee be formed with mem bers
from e~~h affiliated State or club to organise the 1980
Australian ~ation~ls and/or subsequent heats or
regional eliminations for same."
The rest you should receive through your TAHGA Co-ordi n=
ator - ask hirn if you have any queries at all, the lot
should be printed by the TAHGA executive asap.
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATIO N OF AUSTRALIA - DIRECTIVE
DATED _1D/4/'79.
The Department of Transport does not

us!

One of our members was photographed flying two up with a
10 year old child. The newspaper caption indicated that
the parents were present and presumably they had agreed
with this flight. D, O, T. ha ve "askedn us to prevent a
repetition of such practices.
In a long phone call, while I did most of the listening,
it was explained that if we did not do something to stop
two up flying with children then the D,O.T, wou ld take
action.
A child is a minor and in most States this means that no
person under the age of 18 years can be taken up as a
passenger.
DIRECTION:

To all pilots operating aircraft under
A,N,O, 95.8 (Hang Gliders and Manned
Free Kites ). No child shall be carried on,
in or from such aircraft as a passenger at
any time.

This direction is subject to the voting of the HoG.FoA,
Executive, and if passed will become a Rule. Any breach
of either a Directi6n or Rule of the H,G,F,A, is illegal
and can lead to prosecution under the appropriate Act/s.
This direction does not stop pilots un~er the age of 18
flying.
The D. □ .T. were made aware of the Rules of the Association
for t wo up flying; Safety Officer approved on the day,
smooth coastal winds, Hang 4 pilot, ' ·thermal' strength
ki te, all up weight not more t han the manufacturers
recommendations, helmet and adequate footwear for both
passenger and pilot, etc. The D. 0, T. still "asked" that
~ □ c hildren be take n up as passengers .
If an ac cident occurs wit h a c hild as a passenger while

this l) irection is in operation then the pilot is not
cove re d by Insurance and will have to bear the cost of any
cl a im and l egal fees fro m the pilots ow n po cket. This is
in ad dition to any prosecution from the o . □ .T.
Sign ed

Secretary

H,G.F, A,

Federation
Aeronautique
lnternationa

·~

®
le

SPORTII\G
LICENCE
AUSTRALIA

This licence entitles the holder to fly in
any authorised competition, air race or
record atterrpt in any country represented
in the F.A.I.
'Ib gain any Australian Record or F.A.I./
C.I.V.L. award an F.A.I. Sporting Licence
must re issued to the competitor.
Your F.A.I. Sporting Licence is provided
with an attractive gold and red wallet
which is very convenient for your State
membership card and other documents.
The F.A.I. Sporting Licence is valid until
31st Dec 1979 on payment of only $5.00 by
financial members of T.A.H.G.A. and
A.W.S.A./K.F.D.
Non members cannot re issued with an F.A.I.
S porting Licence.

Send cheque or noney order for $5.00 to:Hang Gliding Federation of Austalia,
Box 1706, G.P.O.,
ADEIAIDE S.A. 5001.
You should include all the following info.
Full nane, Adress, l\Embership No. , height,
weight, hair colour, eye colour, birthplace,
date of birth, bl ood group, rating and
rositions held . Allow 3 weeks for
proce ssing and postage.
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Another different "S KYSAILOR"!
The concept may or may not work , it is different,
it is not designed to do editors out of a job.
I feel that communication in our sport is of vital
importance, hence my enthusiasm for getting a
reasonable quality "Skysailor" to all members
EACH MONTH. Cost was the big ? Let's tr y very
hard to support this venture so we all have regular
information - quickly. ( A rough organisational
chart is printed later in this issue)
All correspondence should be addressed to your State
Editor, direct to T.A.H.G.A., or myself. Editors
will forward all material to me for printing. All I
am asking each member to do is support their
association, T.A.H.G.A., & in so doing benefit
themselves. It is for all members benefit that a
quick communication link be organised so that we all
know what is ooino on, within the month. As you
develop ideas for the magazine - let me know. I don't
mind work, as long as the result turns out to be
satisfactory for you. I don't mind critiscm, I've
already taken plenty in my 4 and ~ or e years involvement
in the sport.

-

The object is for members to receive information and
news quickly and regularly, I feel the concept offers
this - yow may disagree, if so please write to me
direct, I'll be very pleased to hear from you.
Through advertising we may break even on each issue a good thought.

TLA . H. G.A. is in existence because of each member, th e
executive are elected to act in the best interests of
all members and without your support how can you
~ect the association to operate to your advantage?
1~m sure our Presider.t and new Executive will be
enthusiastic a nd wil l wo r k hard for us all, as others

=-~

l l.

have always done in the past, but your help goes a long
way to ensuring their continued enthusiasm from which

YOU BENEFITo
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SKY SAILOR

ORGANISATIONAL CHART.

Co-Ordinating Editor - Publisher
T.A.H.G.A.

I
State Editors - one for each state
State Distributors - one for each state

I

You - the member without whose contributions
this magazine will not get off the ground.
I feel Lachlan's comments re Skysailor in his
editorial in Skysailor ho~19. are very true. I do
however feel that each state and each member has an
obligation and responsibility to help T. A. H.G. Ao
work - after all it is for .ever yones benefit, not just
a few • . The wh ole concept of t his magazine is to inform,
regularly, ~11 members. Yci ur sup~ort will - be greatly
appreciated, ,;-8.'f'rd ._y ou 1.J.Jill benefit.

-·
The "Postie" has been a bit slow.

•3 .

c~+~;oJL.

For my first editorial I am reprinting an editorial
printed in the Adelaide Advertiser on 4/2/ 1 77 to
remind us that we have a responsibility to ourselves
and others when participating in hang gliding. We
are most fortunate to have virtual self regulation for
hang gliding and it must be every pilots responsibility
to ensure pilot conduct is appropriately safe and
courteous at all times.
SAFETY MUST BE OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE TO US ALL.
HANG

GLIDING

-

11Hang gliding is perhaps THE sport of the seventies~ In
an age when landings on Mars have become a reality, man
has also captured the ability to fly -in its purest forme
As champion kiteman Bill Moyes has p~t itj hang gliding
captures the "giddy sweetness of flying . like a bird."
But it is also dangerous. In the past three years a number of Australians have died because of the sport and
many more have been injured. One result has been rising
p_ublic concern over the sport.
Perhaps because he isaanxious to placate this concern,
The Federal Minister for Transport (Mr. Nixon) has said
that he would raise the issue of controls on hang gliding
at a meeting of Federal and State Transport Ministers
later this month. Such actipn might help convince the
public that the Minister is deeply concerned over hang
gliding safety. It will not, however, impress anyone
connected with the sport itself.
For the fact is that sufficient regulations already exist
under the Federal Air Navigation Act -to cohtrol the
sport and to keep the dangers to a minimum. This view
is supported by the contents of~ report to the SA
Government made public yesterday.
If the safety problem becomes so serious as to require
closer policing then one -method mignt be to require
all pilots to be in a club. The major hang gliding
clubs are not composed of irresponsible idiots intent on

la+.

dicing with death. They consist largely of people who
are as · concerned as anyone else to maintain a good safety
record. They are quite capable of working out and
applying ade~uate standards, and in fact most 6f them
have done so. Compulsory membership would compel an
individual to adh~re to these standards. · 1faan
individual failed to meet these standards, then he
would not be permittedtto fly. And if he insisted on
trying to fly independently, he would be breaking the
law and be liable to prosecution.
Hang Gliding - like m6untain climbing~ parachuting and
motor racing - is a sport . which e~bodies the very
spirit of human adventure. It pits man against th~
elements and, inevitably, man cannot win all the time."

1~

~
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REN
WORLD CHAMPIO

HIP

NOMINATIONS HAVE CLOSED FOR PILOTS WISHING TO
COMPETE IN THIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
T.A.H.G.Ao IS STILL - DECIDING THE FINAL TEAM
LINE UP AND I HOPE TO BE ABLE TO LIST THEM FOR YOU
IN THE NEXT SKYSAILOR.

I

l
j-

WITH THEM WILL GO AUSTRALIAS 'HOPES FOR A VERY
GOOD PERFORMANCE AT THIS EVENT, I'LL BE GOING ALONG
WITH A LOT OF OTHERS TO CHEER THEM ON AND WILL BRING
BACK LOTS OF PIX, IDEAS - AND NEWS THAT WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED TO YOU ALL. - '
ANY OTHER PEOPLE TRAVELLING TO FRANCE FDR
THIS EVENT ARE WELCOME TO WRITE TO THE EDITOR FDR
DETAILS.

llo.

AIRWAVES.
lll~IJIJW~Wt~ifl~&~
This well known face belongs to the
Co-ordinator:

~.s.w.

Bruce White,
11 Steinton St.,
MANLY.

2095.

I bet he's been orett~ busy since ~e got back from the
conference too.

11

ACTH.G.A.
Easter must have taken its toll with

~.c.r.

too.

Plus the mail strike has not helped any of us.

Your A.C.T.
- T.A.H.G.A. Co-ordinato~ for the
Yea Conference was:
Great to meet you Jeff,
what did you think of the
convention?

1::

m

Co-ordinator for your state is:

t: Jeff Cotter

'
7 Shackall Place,
WANNIASSA. ACT.
Ph: (062) 664632 - Business.

!11'

I.

1
:
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T1s.H.G.

'

>
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Logos for associations have only been made up for
this issue - if you have one - want another SPEAK UP Tom Buckland - letvs hear from you.
Tom unfortunately could not make it to the .
convention but hope we have some news from Tassie
next issue.

KITE FLYING

DIVISIO

THEY HAD EASTER HOLIDAYS TOO!

1q.
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Tt!E NEW RAT! NG SYSTEM <,

OPEN FOR BU,SlNE SS JULY 1 ST 3 1~79.
-by Alan Laing •.
N. S • W.• H. G-. Ao_
Unless you've been directly invo_J.ved wi:th this project
you've probably' been bombarded for the last few months
with rumours about the "NEW" Rating Systam. _ Well here
it is - the full frontal unabridgetruthJ Now that
it has been fully debated and adopted by the ToA.H.G.A.
Annual Convention on March 31st it will come into
effect JULY 1ST, 1979.
Until that date rating attempts under the old system
will be accepted by Safety Offibers but after that
date the new forms MUST be used. - Would everyone
holding copies of the 61B r~tiri~ fof~ plea~~ de~troy
them on June 30th to avoid fouling up the worksJ
Those pilots wfio have a partially signed off rating
form at present can have the completed tasks
transferre~ to the new form by the testing s. □ o
PRt:lVIDED he is satisfied that they are genuine.
Briefly the "79" Rating System includes_ the following
changes;
First the good newsl
1 • . Hang I flying tasks may be observed by an Hang III
pilot (i.e. a s.o. is no longe-r necessary. This

should halp beginners to get started).
2. Hang II r)ying tasks rnay be observed by any Hang IV
pilot (ditto.

Pilots may fly at hills one rating above their own·
rating PR.OVIO(O that a s.n. (rated himself for the
hill) is pres~~t and o.k. 1 s the conditions before
EA,CH flight and- PROVIDED that the pilot has passed
the theory exam at their existing level.
3.

4.

Upon completion of the last. task for any ' rating the

-··--- -

·- . .

-·

--
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s.o.

will fill in a confirmation slip, valid for 1 month,
which will enable the pilot to prove his rating, until
his card is returned from State Secretary.
5. A new Hang V Cross Country rating is being introduced.
It is hoped that eventually D. □ .T. will allow holders of
this rating the freedom to legally undertake cross
country thermal flying such as is possible in overseas
country.
Now the other (good) newsJ
1. At every rating level the pilot has a theory
examination. This will be verbal, conducted by the S.D o
and includes some priority questions which must be
answered correctly. The remainder require a 75% pass
mark. Questions will be printed on the rating forms to
allow plenty of time for prior study.
2. Log Books to substantiate flying experience will be
required for Hang Ratings 3, 4 & 5.
3. S~ · Officers will continue to rate up to their own
· level, as now. Because they will . be conducting the
examinations, they -themselves will need to get 100% pass
mark (j) at all levels up to and including their own.
4; s.o. 'swill be tested by any two SO's who have
already been tested to 100%. The "Catch 22" is solved
initially by the State Safety Co-ordinator or Reginal
Director and one other Hang IV s.o. testing each other.
This gets the ball(s) rollingJ
Now I know some of you still think that any rules and
regulations are just a ~ain in the keel pocket, but
the so called 'good old daysg of total freedom to do
your own thing are long gone. Fliers are still being
killed or injured through ingnorance, lack of training
and lack of respect for the dangers inherent in hang
gliding. We must do our best to minimise these risks.

APPLIED KNO~LEDGE AND SKILL MEANS MORE SAFETYo
To this end we urge you all to study the new rating

!;_ _ -

-

_

clJ½.
system very carefully, even if you are a veteran Hang IV
pilot.
Existing rated pilots are not necessarily affected; If
you are happy and contented with your present rating
(and there is not hing wrong wit h that) you will only
be required to sit the theory exam if you wish to go
for a higher rating or fly at a higher rated site.
If you do wis h to take the exam voluntarily, SO's will
be happy to acco~odate you · ard they ~ill sign off your
membership card to that effect - provided you pass
of coursej You may have as many attempts as you wish
at the exam, with not less than 24 hours between each
attempt.
It should be understood that the purpose of the exam,
or indeed the whole rating concept is NOT to embarrass
those fliers of lesser experience, skill or knowledge.
Nor is it to make heroes of those fliers at the other
end of the scale. The Rating System is used for
safety purposes only.
Firstly... it guides a beginner so that he may
graduall y progress through the ratings, attempting
and acquiring the skills required in a safe and
logical sequence.
Seco ndly • • • it identi fies for Safety Officers the
skill and experience of a pilot in relation to the
demands of a particular flying site. Thirdly ••• it demonstrates to Government Departments
and the Public that we are able to regulate our own
sport.
Finally ••• it provides for o. o .T. a means whereby
the y can safely allow concessions against the
restrictions of ANO 95. 8 for those pilots whom they
consider to be adeqwat ely qualified.
Th e ne w Ratin g Sy stem is much tougher than previously.
We all have something to learn. Whether labourer,
airline pilot, aeronautical student or insurance salesman - nobody knows it all. Very, very few pilots possibly only Steve Moyes - will have already

..._ . .......

~5.

accumulated enough thermalling experience to qualify for
a Hang V right away. One of the requirements here is
10 x 1,000 feet height gains attributable to thermal
(not ridge) lift. So we should all start logging our
flights now if we're not already doing it.
Keeping a log is not such a nuisance as you think - ask
those who already do so - and it gives a lot of pleasure
looking back on that magic day when you hooked the big
one at your favourite site.
An OPERATIONS MANUAL AND FLIGHT LOG is being prepared
and will eventually become the approved record of
flying experience for rating purposes. Until this
manual is available please make out your own log in t he
following manner so that it can be accepted for rat i ngs .
This is how the official log will probably appear.
Start your log today - details can be transferred to the
· manual later.
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In the next issue of Skysailor· we will distribute each
of the rating forms. This is_ not as wasteful as it
might appear. We want everyone, ~o matter what their
present rating, to be aware of the tasks : and_ exam
questions at all levels. Each State' ~ecret~ry ~ill also
receive a bulk supply and be able to oversee that
Regional Directors, Club secretaries, ~1anufagtur.e rs and
Instructors maintain an adeouate stock • .
.

•

.

I

•

•

When an existing rated flier has been examined the
should mark his membership card -with;
; the word .EXAMINED.
; his signature.
; his SO. armband number~
; the date examined.

s.o.

~b.
Rating forms should be used to conduct the exam. They
should not be sent to State Secretaries afterwards for
existing rated fliers.

-

After July 1st all ratings will be on the

1

79 1 form.

If you wish to go for a higher rating using the new
form before July 1st, State Secretaries upon receipt
of a members card plus a new form should date the
endorsement July 1st. This will indicate that the
exam was passed when you show your card. The small
loss of qualification time by post dating to July 1st
can't be avoided.
We obviously need all SoDo 1 s tested before July 1st
if possible and States are recommended to organise
s.o. testing sessions so that this can be done,
meantime here are the questions to enable the homework
to begin!
Hang I Questions
1.

(Nos. 1-6 are priority qusstions)

Explain air speed and ground speed. Relate this
to take off and landing.
2. What is a stall, when does it happen, how can it
be avoided? What effect does a stall have on the
control of a hang glider?
3. What problems would you encounter in trying to fly
in zero/light winds and strong winds?
4. What is reflext and why is it important on low
aspect ratio hang gliders?
5. When and where is it safe to fly a hang glider
by yourself?
6. What is penetration? Why is it important?
7. What is turbulence, its effect on a hang glider,
and some likely causes?
B. How could you judge wind strength, direction,
turbulence? Give examples.
9. What type of site should a beginner fly from?
10. How does a wing create lift?
11. Name at least two areas where it would be illegal
to fly a hang glider in Australia?
12. Name the controlling body for all aviation
activities in Australia?

.:21 .
13. What is roll, pitc~ and yaw?
14. Which is correct:-

15.
16.
17.

18.

Most hang gliding accidents are caused by •••••••
a. Failure to undertake adequate or any tuition?
b. Failure to heed warning of erratic flying?
c. Failure to adequately maintain glider and/or wear
safety equipment.
d. Failure to allow an adequate margin for error in
terms of one's own or one's gliders capabilities?
e. Poor judgement of meteorological conditions?
f. Any combination of questions A-E?
What is meant by weight shift control? What limitations does this have?
What control bar responses would tell you that a
glider is properly trimmed?
Compare the advantages of hanging versus prone
harnesses.
You are flying slowly across a slope, left to right,
in light wind. You initiate a turn to the left but
the glider feels sluggish and won't respond. What
is most likely to be the problem? How would you
correct it?

Hang II Questions
1.

t

2.

5.
4.
5.

b.

(Nos 1-6 are priority questions)

Describe the airflow over
(a) A sheer coastal cliff with 90 degree top &
bottom angles.
(b) An inland spine rldge.
(c) An inland Rlateau with radiating spurs.
Where are the · areas of turbulence, rotors? How
would you avoid them?
What causes stalling in a turn. What is the effect
and prevention?
What is a luffing dive, ho~ could it be caused, how
avoided?
What is a whip stall. Why is it so dangerous?
Some g\iders have adjustment available for top and
bottom, f ore an d aft wires. ~h at would be the effect
of altering the attachment _positions.
Two gl id ers are approaching each other head on • . Which
~ay do v o0 tur n?

o?i.
7.
B.
9.

10 e

11Q

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

How would you estimate wind strength without
instruments? Give 3 examples.
In flight, how do you judge the air speed of your
glider.
What is wind gradient, how and when does it affect
your glider, how do you cdpe with it?
Pilot (A) weighs 8 stones; flies a glider of 160 s.ft.
(B) weighs 14 stone, flies a glider of 220 s.ft.
What would happen if they swapped gliders on a light
wind day/ strong wind day, with reference to take
off, landing, soaring, glide angle, penetration, and
control in turbulence?
A pilot lo ses control landing in tqo strong a wind.
He ground loops breaking keel, ben di ng A-frame
uprights and one wing bar. Describe what checks
would be necessary in repairing glider.
Describe two ways of suspending the pilot harness
from the glider.
Is it necessary to push the bar out (pitch the nose
up) in a turn? What happens if you do/don 1 t7
Which glider has the right of way;
1. in landing.
2e
in overtaking.
3. converging at 90 degrees?
What particular difficulties might you encounter
in judging flying speed when you fly for the first
time at higher altitudes, say above 300 feet ?
What type of accidents should be reported to;
1. The Department of Transport.
2. Your State Hang Gliding Asso ciation?
What are wing tip wortices? How can they affect
your flying·?
What is aspect ratio? Comp:are. ~he likely flying
characteristics of a High A.R. glider wi+:.h a
Low A.R. · one?
~hat is Ground affect? How do you E~ just your
flying to allow fer it?
Which is correct? Washout is normally incorporated
in the · design of a hang glider wing to:a. Reduce trailing edge vortices. How?
b. Prevent tip sail fl utter. · Hbw?
c. Ensure wing tips ~ill· stall before wing roots.
How?

cJq.
21.
22.
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24.
25.

d. Prevent wing tips from stalling before wing
roots. How?
Ho~ can you recognise power lines from the air?
During the passage of a rain squall, what is the
maximum change of wind direction that can be
experienced?
You have made an error and are -hea din g down wind
into the hill. There is no .ro :::im to turn ai.uay and
an impact is inevitable. What should you do?
What is meant by a Tuck, and a Tumble? Ho w are
these conditions caused, how avoided?
W~ich is correct:The stalling angle of an aerofoil (with the ~ing
not yet stalled) is the angle of attach at whic h
lift ••••••
a. is at a maximum due to turbulent flow . Why?
b. is aqu3l to drag. Why?
c. is at a maximum and beyond which lift will begin
to decrease. Why?
d. is at a maximum and beyond which lift will remain
constant. Why?

Hang III Questions (Nos. 1- 8 are priority questions)
4,----qg

f

WW

1. What is the safest s peed to fl y in turbulence. Why?
2. · Give some likely causes of structural failure.
3 . Give four ways in whic h you could pick wind direc ti on
whilst i n flig ht?
4.
Describe the formation, development and physical
characteristics of thermals.
5.
What difficulties would you encounter and how
would you cope with lauching from sheer cliffs
(9 0 degree top edge) in;
a. very light wihds?
b.
moderate/strong winds?
6. What is meant by a high speed stall?
7. What is meant by maximum L.D. speed, minimum sink
speed?
8.
Wh at are the most highl y stressed parts of a hang
glider?
9.
What woul d be the effect of excessive tightening of
the deflexor cables7
1 1J .
You r-, ave made an error of j udgement and are about to
Lancj in the sea ir three feet of surf~ uJh1:it u.1buld
1

'3o.
you do?
11. What is the difference in the actions required of
the pilot in an up-wind turn and a down-wind turna. within a noticeable wind gradient.
b. clear of any noticeable wind gradient.
12. You are circling in a properly co-ordinated
20 degree banked R.H. 360 degree turn.
You · wish
to increase this to a 45 degree banked turn. Do
you;
a. Push the bar out more, keeping body central.
Why?
b. Roll left and pull the bar in. Why?
c. Roll right and maintain same bar position. Why ?
de Roll right and pus h the bar out more~ Why?
13. How is the force of wind related to its velocity?
14. Cumulus Nimbus clouds eat hang gliders for breakfast.
True/F alse?
15. In anticipated turbulent areas, why is it cionsidered
safer to drop out of the prone into the hanging
position, during the last 50 feet of descent to
landing?
16. What is the danger in using extra carabiners to
lower the pilot suspension point?
17. You are flying a keel pocket design glider and
initiate a L.H. 360 degree turn. You pus h . out too
far in the turn and find yourself in a L.H. spin
at 500 feete To recover control would you:a. Stay central/roll mo re left and pull the bar
in? Why?
b. Roll hard left and push the bar out? Why?
c. Roll hard right and pull the bar in? Why?
d. Stay central and push the bar out? Why?
18~ What is the simple equation for relating G. loading
to air speed?
19. How does air density affect the performance?
20. Explain the daily va~iation of the ~inds in hilly
or mountainous areas?
21. What is convergence and where is it likely to occur?
22. Why do some thermals produce cumulus clouds and others
not?
23. Why should you have plenty of height (at least 500 ft)
before attempting your first 360 degree turn?

31.
What dangers

24. What is cloudsuck? When can it occur?
are involved?
25. In turning flight, which is the correct statement:a. Lift is less than the LLEight. Why?
b. Lift is greater than the weight. Why?
c. Lift remains the same. Why?
d. Weight becomes greater than lift. Why?
26. Which is correct;
a. Drag is along the line of the keel, lift is
perpendicular to the keel.
b. Lift is perpendicular to the cross bar, drag is
parallel to the Keel.
c. Drag is parallel to Airflow, lift is
perpendicular to the c. of G.
d. Lift is perpendicular to the Airflow, Drag is
parallel to the airflow.
27. A loop in a glider requires a negative angle of
attack during the inverted part of the manoeuvre.
True/False?
28. Where D. □ .T. have ~uthorised a hang glider to be
flown at a height i~ excess of 300 ft above terrain,
. what additional equipment must be carried on the
glider?
29. If a positive angle of attack is needed to make a
glider climb, is a negative angle of attack needed
to make it dive?
Hang IV Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Bo

9.

( Nos. 1-7 are priority questions)

Name three dangers of flying in cu~ulus/nimbus
clouds?
What is frontal lift? Is it considered to be safe
to use for hang _gliders?
Before attempting to fly downwind from a ridge what
factors must you consider?
What is wind shear and the dangers i nvolved?
What is lee-side rotor and the dangers involved?
What is meant by shock loading?
You wish to check out a new site for areas of
turbulence, describe some ways in which you could
set about. this?
Wh a t are the rules of the air relating to thermalling?
Why are altimeters fitted with an adjustment
facility?

32.
10. In a steady sp~ed glide is lift - ~reater than,
equal to, or less than weight?
11. The centre of pressure of an aerofoil is define d as;
a. That point on the chord where the resultant
force of the distribut~d pressures act?
b. A point on the chord approx 33% back from the
leading edge?
c. That point on th~ chord where the maximum pbsitive pressure acts?
d. That ooint on the chord where the maximum
difference of pressure · between the upper and lower
surfaces is found?
12. Explain why terrain induced turbulence increases
with increased wind velocities.
13. Comparing straight gliding flight to a maintained
60 degree banked turn the G load in the turn •••• ,.
a. Increases X 2 ? Why?
b. Does not change? Why?
c. Increases X 1.5? Why?
d. Is invBrsely proportional to wing loading? Why?
14. You must clear a set of high tension cables ahead
of you. Describe the simple visual check that you
can use· to confirm your clearance.
15. The gliding angle, relative to the airflow, is
flattest when;
a. Flying with the lightest possible pilot? Why?
b. Flying at the speed where the coefficient of
drag is minimum? Why?
c. Flying at the speed correspo~ding to maximum
lift drag ratio? why?
d. Flying at the speed where the coefficient of
lift is maximum? Why?
16. How could you identify the slope of the ground when
selecting an unknown landing site from the 3ir?
I

Hang V Questions
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

.

•

( Nos. 1-8 are priority questions)

What is meant by a Restricted Area ori air
navigation charts?
What is HY POXI A?
Give three causes of cumulus nimbus thunderstorms.
What is a NOTAM?
What do the initials v. M. L. ~eaG? ~hat minimu m
conditions are specifie ci
'
a. Up to
.5 , 0 0(1. ft • L\~ . ~ 1:,- • . •
1

•

33.
b. Above 5,000 ft.

6.

A. M. S. L.

Three types of maps are in general use in visual
air navigation. They are identified by the initials
V.E,C., W,A C., V.T.C. What do these initials stand
for?
On what type of map· would you find the location of
controlled airspace?
An area on a V.E.C. is marked 'R 521 0-2000'
Where could you find out what this meant?
What is the approximate deployment time claimed for
(Hang glider) emergency parachutes?
What is an inversion layer? _ Where is one likel y to
be found?
What is meant by the lapse rate?
The initials QoN.H. refer to;
a. Barometric pressure at the transition level at
the time?
b, Barometric pressure at take-off altitude?
c. A standard pressure which never varies?
d, A pressure setting equivalent to sea level at
the time?
What are wind shadow thermals?
What happens to the lapse rate of a rising parcel
of air after its relative humidity reaches 100%?
What is the dew point?
Describe the conditions likely to produce air waves. _
Give two· reasons why air temperature (normally)
reduces with altitude.
What is meant by relative humidity?
Why are air temperatures (normally) higher in
summer than winter?
\uhat names are given to these generally accepted
0
lapse rates?
a. 5,4 F per 1,000 ft.
0
b. s.7 F per 1,000 ft.
What height is indicated by a pressure drop of
1 millibar?
If ambient temperature at a particular launch point
(2,000ft AMSL) is B0°F, what temperature migh5 you
expect if you thermal up to B,000 ft? (Use 3 Fas
the environmental lapse rate).
Name at least 6 man-made and 6 natur~l features shown
on air maps, which you ,could indentify frgm ttie air,
so as to enable cross country navigation to take place.
iJhat symbols are used in each case 7
0

7.

B.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

~15.
16.
17.
18,

19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
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a.HG.A.
0ueensland were ver y well represented at T. A. H. C. ~.
Convention, congratulations Mike on your first
convention. We always knew J ueensland did things in
a big way, but the ne wspaper ~eadlines Mike showe d
us are the biggest, loudest, and most inaccurate ~e _
had all seen!
Hope to ~ear from you ne ~ month guys.

T.A.H.G.A. Co-Ordinator:
Mike Lewis,
6 Bolong Cres.,
FER NY HI LL S • 4 0 5 5. ( 0 7 ) 3 51 21 8 8
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~las t §rom tbe ~ast
by Roger Pullem
H.G.F.A.

On my recant interstate trip I heard two stories of
people who hit pJ~er lines. We all know ~f the
po~er lines at the base of Nor~anville, S.A. These
power lines are 11,000 volt.

,s,, ,;,

In rscent discussion it became ap~arent that the
averagg hang glid3r pilot has no kno~ledge of how
deadly power lines can be They sit there in the air and
they loo k seemingly innocent, but remember that if a
hang glider strikes a po~ar line it is likely to mean
the total destruction of the hang glider. I would like
to introduce you to two concapts of electrical hazard
of which you may not be aware - one is step potential
and the other is touch potential. Firstly, step
potential. Let us assume for a m~mant that a hang
~lider has hit a power line and as a result a power
line has broken and crashed to the ground, the remains
of the ha7g glider ara on the ground and tha pilot is
lying unconscious nearby~ The immediate reaction of
people witnessing this accident will be to run towards
the scene to see how badly injured the hang glider
pilot is. Because of the power line which is on the
ground, it is qui te possible that there may be subsequent fatalities of these people running towards the hang
glider pilot. If you see .this kind Jf accident - STD~.
Firstly, the 11,00J volt line will be protected by
some form of fuse or circuit-breaker. With the line
resting on the ground it is quite possible that the
fuses or circuit breaker will not blow, hences the line
will still be alive~ If they should blow the re is a
system that is used by the Electricit y Trust of S. A.
and other power aut horities colloquially krio wn as "three

3q.
strikes and you are out''• This allows for flashovers,
birds on insulators and other instantaneous major events
which would normally cause the circuit breaker to open,
cause the circuit breaker to open and reclose and
open and reclose and only if the faul t is still prese nt
the third time it opens d0es the breaker stay out.
He nce, during the initial flash a nd short-circuits, the
brBaker may pull out and while the line falls free and
falls to the ground the breaker will reclose and the
line landing on the ground may not draw enough ' curre~t
to cause the circuit breaker to fall out again, so
there is a high probability that the line which has
been broken in a hang gli~er accident will be live ~hen
it is resting on the ground.
That line is at a voltage of 11,00 0 volts relative to
earth, but it is resting on ground and some distance
away from where the line touches the ground the
voltage reaches zero volts (this may be as much as 17
miles away). If the voltage from the end of the
power line resting on the ground to the poin t of zero
volts is measured and plotted out, it follows the curve
as sketched below.
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The scale in the horizontal di rection is calibrated in
pacese Now chec k the effect of paces some distance
away and only a few hundred volts will exist between
the feet during an ordinary pace. Now look closer to
the power line, an ordinary pace can put you across
mor~ than 1,DOO volts. There is still sufficient current
available to .kill. This is "step potential" and it exists
from the end of the power line out for quite some
considerable distance. To approach a pilot under these

)
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conditions requires an extremely good knowledge of
electrical safety and it is best achieved by calling
The Electricity Trust of S.A. or other authorised
bodies in other states, and permitting them to do any
rescue operations on the pilot.
The next item is that of "touch potential ". Let us
consider a similar accident where the hang glider clips
the power lines and knocks the power line off the
insulator and the line lands on the steel cross arm at
the top of the nearest stobie pole. Now a stobie pole
has two metal verticals either side and the current will
flow down the cross arm, down the stobie pole and to earth.
The fact that this line has moved may not be immediately
obvious. The top of the pole and the cross arm will be
at a voltage of 11,000 volts and as in the case before, a
graduation of voltage will occur down the pole and out to
the point of zero volts on the earth. A step potential
hazard exists in the area around the pole, but worse than
that is what is known as touch potential. Should somebody approach that pole and standing on the groun~
approx. 1 foot away touch the pole at approx. 5 feet
above the ground, they are spanning a distance of 6 feet.
This is more than double a single pace, also it ensures
the current will flow through the hand, through the chest,
across the heart and through the feet to earth, and the
po sition on the pole 5 feet above the ground can easily
be 3, 000 volts above the voltage of the feet. Death is
normally instantaneous.
s imilar situation exists with a wire fence which runs
across a site with a broken live power line. One end of
the wire fence may be in an area of high voltage and it
may be touching the ground in that area, in whic h case
t he wh ole length of the fence will be at the voltage
~he rs it touches the ground; yet the grou nd whe re vou
ap proach the fence some distance away will be at a
con siderabl y different voltage and hence t he ordinary
~irE fence may i n itself present an electical hazard of
s ome se veral hundred to several t housand volts. This is
anothe r form of touc ~ potential.
~

r ,--,c:. Le :1gtr of the pole or a fl ang glid er is ·1t tc- 19 feet
1~ / i.:d _L: 2, l •
'j a y t he nose wla te i s i r t h e ~ r IJ u n d a nd l o u
__1a l k .mder t h e gl ider it i s :J oss i tJ le that ·Jetwee r t h e nose
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plate and the ground under the tip of the leading edge a
voltage of a few hundred volts may exist. If you reach
up a grab the glider to move it so that you can get to
the pilot, you will find that the leading edge voltage
will be applied to your hands through your body to your
feet. This will mean another casualty to carry from the
site.
As you can see touch potential can exist anywhere you
reach with your hands. By the way, don't rely on the
insulation quality of your cheap Chinese rubber boots.
For the voltages that I have been talking about you will
find they make little difference.
For both of the above conditions, let us consider for a
moment the size of currents that can exist. Say the
fuse is rated at 100 amps, if you grab hold of something
or step too far for only one second the maximum current
of in excess of 450 amps may flow for one second before
that fuse will blow~ For 10 seconds the current will be
limited to 300 amps. For 1minute only 250 amps will
. flow. · .Assuming you have achieved step or touch potential
for 1,000 volts and · you have a current of 450 amps
flowing through you, this means a dissipation of
450,000 watts or in more normal terms the effect of puting 450 one bar radiators inside of you and switching
them all on simultaneously.
The message _i s simple - if e.lectrici ty i~. involved in an
ACCIDENT, STAY BACK, STAY CLEAR AND LET THE EXPERTS GET
involved* There are techniques where people can move and
operate in the areas which are live, bu t these te chniques
liks flying, have to be learned, but, unlike flying, you
don't have little accid~ntso You donit practise at 20
volts and gradually go up to 275,000 voltso The
Electricity ~r ust of S.A. and other state authorities
have men and equipment capable of operating in live
275,000 lines. Leave it to th~ experts. If we lose
one pilot th at is better than ~osing two.
For those of you who wish to fly near power l ines
remember the above little message because you too may
crash and not be injured and when you reach up to unhook
or when you step out from underneath your glider, you
may still kill yourself with touch potential. Stay

)

~2..
~here ; ou are and ~ait until appropriate ~elp can be
brought to you.

******************
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WA.H.G.A.
Rod Ashton - W.A. Co-Ordinator at the T.A.H.G.A.
Convention. It was very nice to
meet Rod once again.
I believe the Co-ordinators position
in W.A. is to change so I have
printed two addresses below until
official notification comes through.
Have W.A.H.G.A. been involved in
any of the wests celebrations?
Russell House,
3"1 Princes Road,
DOUBLEVIEW. W.A.
Ph: ( 09) 4463103

Mr. Rod Ashton,
33 Boronia Ave.,
NEDLANDS. W.A. 6009.
I

--
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Although it takes a good deal of knowledge and
experience to interpret a weathe~ chart to its fullest,
you can go a long way . with a littlH bi.t of understa7ding
of the basic elements. · When the chart is used in
conjunction with a Met. report as obtainable from an
airport meteorological office you should be able to
estimate the conditions for the next few hours quite
accurately.
The chart consists of a map of the region concerned upon
which are superimposed a series of roughly parallel lines,
the isobars or lines of identical atmospheric pressure,
together with an assortment of descriptive symbols. At
2,000 feet the wind blows in a direction more or less
parallel to the isobars travelling (in th~ Northern
hemisphere) clockwise, (1n the Southern hemisphere)
a7ticlockwise around the anticyclones, o~ regions
of high pressure, and vice versa around the de~ressions,
or regions of lo w ~ressure. The ~ore closely packed the
isobars the higher the windspeed and as a general rule
the wind increases with height.
In the case of an anticyclone the wind blows outwards
from the centre and is replaced by subsidence - W7ich is
a technical way of saying that air from hig~er altitudes
drops into the heart of th~ anticyclone where it is
compressed and thus W3rmed. This ~arming leads to the
evaporation of airborne water droplets (clouds to the
layman) and consequently the air is clear and temperatures
tend to je high.
J hat cloud is present in an anticyclonic region tends
to be localised and is, typically, cumulus in the summer
a nd itratiform in the winter. Occasionally the·

lt-S.

250 miles

◄

►

anticyclone may extend out
in one particular direction
to give a 'ridge' whose
behavibur can · be very
erratic but whose overall
weather conditions are the
same as those in any other
antic yclone.
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~

~ulonimbus
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Dealing with a dep ression
we have a situation where
lll!/ll//1
the air blows in at low
Cold front moving in from right.
levels and rises within
the dep~e~sed area. As it
1-------------------..rises within the depre ssed
area i t expands in the
400 miles
lower atmospheric pressure
►
◄
iand thus cools producing
!condt3nsation and
/
Cirrostratus
!;:Jrecipi tation (rain).
IF l yi ng cond.i tions in the
~
Altostratus
.
,
11
region of a de~ression
,..,,'
f
can include a good deal of
W!_RM AIR♦
,,;·;)~·.~:•
COLD AIR
!tur bulence. _The extensio n
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•''Ii ' •
of the depression in one
Str·atus
·•·'
·•''
1, ,: ''1, 1;:,,··
• ,'i •'·• ., '''..",.
·direction gives what is
~'\5'~' - ,called a Q trough',
analogous to the ridge
Warm front moving in from left.
lit has much the same
jwe a th er con di ti o ns
,
f associated with it as the
- depression itself.
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Cold occlusion developing as cool air mov~s
· in from right.

------·--- -

-

One of the ~ost commonly
heard terms on even a
television broadcast is the
"front", a sloping boundar y
between two masses of air
at different temperatures
and pressures. Since the
warm air is of a lo wer
density (lights~) tban the.

)

l¥c.
cold air it will try to rise above the cold layer
whereupon it goies through the process of expanding,
cooling and condensing out its water into clouds.
When two fronts meet we have the occlusion and both
fronts and occlusions are termed warm or cold
according to the temperature of the air behind them,
i.e. a war m front appears when warm air moves into the
region.

isobars

•

Always associated with
a front is the formation
of ciloud, usually mainly
stratiform with a warm
f~ont, l~ading tci ohly
mild rain and relatively
innocuous cloud whereas
the formations abci0a a
cold front will include
strongly vertical columns
af dense cumuliform
cloud and . considerably
more rain.

The occlusions, of course, can very enormously according to the specific conditons surrounding them and may
include both main types of cloud, or not, and light,
moderate or heavy rain - or none at all.
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S.A.H.G.A.'s President, & T.A.H.G.A. Co-ordinator
Bill Temby
P.O. Box 163,
G00OW00D. S.A.
Ph: (OB) 270-2032

)

4~All correspondence for S.A.H.G.A 0 to
The Secretary,
S.A.Hang Gliding Assoc. Inc.,
P.O. Box 163,

GOOOWOOO. S.A. 5034.
Ph: Sports Administration Centre (58 Greenhill Rd.,
Wayville. 5034) (08) 2728844.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President
)
T.A.H.G.A. Co-ordinator )Ass. Safety Director
)
Vice President &
Safety Director

)

Bill Temby Ph:270-203 2

)-

Jerome Pilkington
Ph: 272-8614

Secretary

)-

Wayne Miller
Ph : 51- 7 6 51 ( Business )
297-1928 (A. H. )

Equipment Officer

Bill Thorne ywork

Librarian

))-

Treasurer
Icarus Editor

)
)-

Public Relations &
Liason Officer

)-

)

Richard Web b Ph: 258-8568
Sara Duvnjak Ph : 44-251 0
Trish Arland
Ph: 223-6427 (Bu s iness)
272-8844 (Spr~ Admi n )

******************
Social Committee

)- Bert Bogaert

******************

Ph: 278-6 383

4-q_
MONTHLY MEETINGS: are an integral part of club
communication and lots of fun. Join us for a drink,
a chat with some interesting people and some wild slides
and films. They fall on the first Tuesday of the month
at the South Adelaide Football Club, 1303 South Road,
Clovelly Park, opposite Chrysler, starting at 8:00p.m.
SHARP. VISITORS MOST WELCOME.
Please note that T-Shirts and thongs are not allowed in
the lou11ge a7d you may not enter if you are wearing them~
This rule 3lso applies to track shoes and track suits.

D ) D
T-Shirts, windcheaters, decals etc are becoming collectors
items - let me know how to get cine like yours (other clubs
or manufacturers in Aust~alia and overseas) with details
of cost etc. so I can tell S.A.H.G.Ao Members
Sara
) 0 )

DID You ncite th~ name ~nd iph6ne n~m5~r bf S.AeH.G~A~Qs
new Safety Director, Jerome Pilkingtcin · ( 08) 2.7.2-.8614, and
assistant Bill Temby (08) 270-2032 on your membership card
as asked in last months Icarus????????????????????????????
IFNDT

DD IT f'JOlJJ
0 ) 0

Did you receive and return the questioriaire being
distributed at the April general meeting re S.AoH.G.Ao?
IF NOT

let me know & I'll send you one.
TRISH

)

so.
EDITORIAL
After doing the last Icarus I can really appreciate the
amount of work done (in time and energy) by the previous
Icarus team. Thank you on behalf of the club for giving
us so ma~y months (18) of excellent and improving
communication.
I'm findin~ it a hard standard to measure up to and
really do need help (in the form of articles mainly).
At present I am keeping the position as editor d~e to
the new format of Skysailor but refuse to use Icarus
as a medium for broadcasting only my own thoughts, 88 I
appeal to members for letters to the editor and articl~s
and idaas for articles. - Don't worry about your Grammai
-she's the last problem.

I haven't included the article I promised on Free Flight's
Hornet because I - haven't got it, but I may not be able
to anyway due to T.AoH.G.A~•s new policy of disassociating
us from AND 95.10 aircraft. Work is being compiled on an
article related to this subject and the fruits of it
may appear in June Icarus.
Ws need to seriously appraise our attitude to other air
sport activity and be aware waQre not the only ones
who can fly and hang gliding may not be evefyone•s -aris~er
to a mans perpetual dream of soaring flight. You can -read
further on the subject of airsports - see the book review
section.

Sara Duvnjak

)

52 right to shoot any dog on the loose.
REMEMBER :-

A FLYI NG SITE LOST IS A SITE LOST FOREVE R.

Signed:

Bill Thorneywork,
Equipment and Safety Officer
S.A.H.G.A. Inc.

*

*

*

CALENDAR - 1979.
Anticipated Meetings:
1st
8th
22nd
29th

May
r~ay
May
"'lay

5th June
12th June
26th June
11

00PS"

-

General Meeting
Executive Meeting
Executive Meeting
Safety Officers Meeting

-

General Meeting
Executive Meeting
Executive Meeting

.

last Icarus had functions dates exchanged
accidentally (Exec Meeting & Mad Hatters Ball)

Exec. and

s.o.•s

meetings held at:

Sports Administration Centre
58 Greenhill Road.,
WA YVILLE.
at
8: 00 p.m.
Social Committee Meetings - PHONE: Bert Bogaerts

278-638 3

All club members are invited to any executive meeting
they can act as observers, offer comments and
suggestions.

53.
MI ~JU TE S OF GEN ERAL MEETI [\IG 3/ 4/._'?9 a t SA FC.
1.

Ope ne d 8 : 05 p.m.

2. •

Ap o1 o g i es :

3.

Minutes of 6/ 3/ 1 79 passe d as publi s he d in April
Ic arus.

4.

Correspond3nce - l etter from Ar karoola - unable to
hold competitions
- letter to De pt. Sport & Recreation
ackno wledging receipt of c he que for $700-00 fo r
f\l ationals.

5.

To AoH.G.A. Report
Federal executive move d to No S. W.
- not accepting responsibility for AN 095-10
aircraft.
- new rating scheme from 1/6/'79 Hang 1 - Hang 5
(details in Skysailor)
- AWS A- K.F.D. Masters to be exempted from
minimum time provisions on ratings.
- SKYSAILOR - new format consisting of
magazines from all states issued monthl y .
- National Comps Committee - 1 member required
from each State
Comprehensive operations manual to be formed

6.

Safety Directors report

.S t e ve r.J a p a i •

Pr

es e n t : C\ ppr o x 4 0 members •

Meeting 29/5/'79 at 8:0 0 p. m. at SAC, 58
Greenhill Road Wayville for Safety Officers.
- Rating day 15/4/v79 at 9:3 0 a.m. - Meet at
□ 'Halloran Hill.
- Will look at new rating system.
7.

Public Relations R~port
- New members - Justin Foulds, Graham Pfieffer,
Bob Crickett, David Oke & M. Richardson.

\JJELCOME ALL
Rundown on new format of Skysailor
8.

Competitions Committee Report
- No firm policy for 1 979 at t his stage
- Competitions will be pr ovide d fo r all ratings

-

)

5Jt..
9.

Icarus report
correction of dates in April Icarus
Social funbtion 7th April; Next Executive meeting
10th April • .
- See next Skysailor for cost of adds.
- All hang gliding school - ads to include costs
and advice of programme.

10~ General Busines

3.

1.

Lyn Jarvis ~ -Report on - A~d · gs-1 □ cif se~efate
sub-braMch for th~~e ai~6~aft -~ aliead~ set
up in Que~n~l~nd ~nd ~ettirig urid~~~~Y -i~
Western Austr~lia. Meetin~ 'f6i.interested
people 18/4/79 ~ see Lyn Jarvis~ -

2.

SkyRider Perpetual T~6phy ~re~e~ted to
meeting by John Saker. This was ·awarded
previously to Chris Dearden·and - will remain
in his posession for 1 yea~. Sincefe thanks
to John Baker for helping to make such a
wonderful memorial Trophy for Wayne Blackmore.

3.

Bill Thorneywork re holes in fences at Ochre
Point.

4.

Pro0isional rating for Bfian -Rsid (moving to
Qld.) to be looked into urgently.

5.

Steve Papai sent word to the meeting of his
new agency.

11. H.G.F.A. Report

CompetitioM at Gren6ble 30/7/79 - · 12/8/79
See . Roger Pullem if -interested . in
travelling to this competition.
12. Meeting· closed 8:55 p.m.

CORRECTION

*

*

*

April '79 I car us stat.sci at A.G. Mo . ( 6/3/ 9 79) ·minutes . of
previous A.G.M. ' (7/3/ 1 78) -~~rs not -a0ailabla. T~u~ty ·- -- -I car as printed them in April '78 on _pages 19 & f □ followed
by annual reports pp 20-26. You can read these at May

ss.
General Meeting if you haven't a copy.

*

*

*

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
27/3/ij79
1. We are looking at the p6ssibility & practicability
of registering hang gliders.
2.

There are outstanding library books.

3.

Bill Temby - competitions bi~monthly beginning 20/5/ 1 79
Classes
H1 & H2
- novice
H3 & H4
- open
Cost $3 per event
Prize giving at Xmas Social Function

4.

Vote of thanks to Bert & Annette Bogaerts for their
continuing life support system of -the Social Committee.
They _w ill "Keep" the plug in actively if supported.
See details of ~eetings in calendar sectionor phone
Bert
278-6383.

5.

SgAoHoGoAo to change address to P.Og Box - 163~
Goodwood. 5034.
10/4/ 1 79

1.

Details of point 3 above need to be finalised.
--

2.

Rating d~y 15/4 - i~ tast~r · S~nd~~ - ~ ~aybe on or off
depending an how many -people arrive.

3.

Graha~ Pfieffer elected to ~~eb~ti0e co~mitte~ and
will take an the job of Competitions Director.
... ·-

4.

'

...

'

. .. .

.... . -·

Library books are -still outstanding and fines to
be collected at very substantial •

s~.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS
for

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC.
from

PoO• Box 156 Parkholme.

5043

to

P.O. Box 163, Goodwood. 5034.

Did you know how wide spread Icarus in its old form
was distributed? The mailing list included such
exotic ' places as New Z~aland, British Columbia,
Hawaii, u.sGA. England.
With the new :format 6f Skysailor o~r 166al irifo will .
go as far and continue to be read all --0ver the world~
SoAsHo G.A. also receives magazines fiom othei hang
gliding a~sociatibns and I'm h6ping - to find a ~ay of
making more of them available to club members - at
present you will find "Glider Rider" and "Hang Gliding"
in the library (both frbm U.SoA.)
· Squirrel·.

Si-

BOOK REVIEW

by

Squirrel

There's a new book out by Anne Welch (that prolific
lady glider pilot and writer), called
·
"The Book of Airsports"

Reed

which is available at various bookshops including
Rigbys for ~round $10. · It is a hardcciver and gives
information on the following subjects;
Hang Gliding
Gliding
Aeroplanes
Man-powered aircraft
Hot-air ballooning
Parachuting & paradescending
Wind and Weather
To would-be pilotrs the book is an excellent introduction
to airsports enabling you to obtai~ a good -un derstanding
of the different forms of flying availabls. For the
advanced pilot it is probably a coffee - table book to
show to friends and relatives as it gives basic kh owledge
(little technical information) and _a few glossies.
Have you ever been lost for words about your flying
~xperiences? There's a book in S.A.H.G~A. 1 s library
called "Soaring on the Wind 11 a photographic essay on
silent flight by Joseph Colvilre Lintbl~. ·
Insights into pilots livBs are imm6rtalised in_ lines
suc h ~s these by John Gillespie Magee, Jnr.
"Up, up, the long delirious burning blue
I've topped the wind~sw~pt heights with easy grace
Where never a lark or even eagle flew And, whole with silent lifting mind I've trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space
Put out my hand and touched the face of God."
How do you build your treasure house of memories?

68.

NEW MEMBERS
Malcom Mackay
Justin Foulds
Graham Pfeiffer

N/R
H~l
H.1

T.A.H.G.A. No. 53226
" 53216
"
"
" 53223

changes
Lee Miller
Graham Miller

H.4
~J/R

"

Geoff Prideaux

H.3

"

*

"II 52378 s.o.

"

*

53219
(Not an S.O.)
" 53 165

*

Di d you read Skysailor 18?
Has anyone volun t eered to the T.A.H.G.A. Co-Ordinator
Bill Temby for th e positions as official observers
for H.G.F. A., as described in the editorial?
'

{

The American Soaring hand book 5 on Meterology
re viewed on page. 15 is available locally at the
G. F.A. Bookshop, Market St., Adelaide 5001. or
G.F.A. Sales Dept., G.P.O. Box 1080 Adelaide, 5001
for $2-00 post paid - along with other bo6ks on soaring
books incl uding specifically hang gliding.

*

*

*

BL AST FROM THE PAST
Exam for hang glider pilots and/or others - Oct !78.
(we're still waiting for the promised answers ••••••
rumour has it that the person who is supposed to
put the answers in doesn't know them - do you?)
Refer Page 9-10 Icarus October 78

*

*

*

59.

A mass of hats looking like a sea
on arriving confronted ma
Wine and ala flowed free and fast
a$ they have in shows gone past
r·1 usic loud and strong appealed to ma
(r--;Y head still resounded at half past three)
Each time I turned a glimpse I caught
of heady creations of ones who fought
to attract attention of those assembled
(every possible idea was gambled)
Laa with his hat plus a wheel
Bill T. how did he make you feel?
What about the one =~ with
, a sieve
.
or the hat to Rob we so long ago did give?
So many different shapes and sizes
Did anyone get any prizes?
Shi what a fantastic celebration
Thanks to the organisers of this j ubilation!
Squirrel.

r
(aQ.

Turn and Slip Indicators

How steeply are you turning, how fast are you sideslipping? If these questions ever come to your mind
then you will start to look at the possibility of
buying a turn and slip indicator.
The slip indicator, shows the variation in the angle
between the y aw axis and the verticsl (gravity) line,
bearing in mind that it cannot distinguish between
gravity and any other more or less vertical force such
as might be induced in a banked turn. It operates by
sensing the movement of either a damped ball in a
curved tube or damped pendulum geared to a pointer.
The turn indicator is more complicated being a gyro
operated device mounted in gimbals and restrained from
turning by a spring. Gy roscopes have very odd
behaviour patterns and as your craft turns so the gyro
dis places an indicator needle ag ainst the spring to
gi ve a reading of the rate of turn. An ex aircraft
ins t rument will be calibrated for relatively slow turns
a~d use in a glider or hang glider will usuall y cause
full displacement with a conse quently useless full
scale reading. If you plan to mount one of these in
yo ur fairly fast turning craft you would be advised
to purchase from a reputable dealer who will sell the
.ind icator fitted with a "glider rate" spring. t_ike all
gyro instru men ts this one needs a power supply and will
a lmost invariabl y have been designed for a n aircraft
s upply of 24 to 28 volts. In spite of the loss of
performance when operating on 12 volts it will still
7eed the stiffer spring and some careful calibration.

bl.

Calibration involves shortening (hence stiff~ning) the
spring, a bit at a time, until a full scale deflection
is obtained at about your maximum rate of turn.

The Altimeter

· This is si mp ly a barometer, and as such is sensitive
not · strictly to altitude (as a measurable distance), but
to air pressure. A sealed capsule, expanding and
contracting with changes in aire pressure, moves a
poln ter throug h a series of gears and a good instrument
has an accuracy of about 3mb (3 0 metres) when correctly
set. In operation it is ver y similar to the barometer
you can often find on auntie's mantlepiece, bu t in fact
it is a ver y expensive instrument to buy. The radio
al timeter, measuring the time --ta ken for a radio
frequency pulse to travel to the groun d and back is
far more accurate, being theoretically capable of
~ea~uring millimetres, never mind hundres of feet, but
one of these will set you back a good deal of money
~n d is onl y me ntioned i n passing.
1: alibratio n is simple with a simple comparison against
2 good (mercur y ) barometer being all tha t is needed.
I f you want to comply fully with the Air Navigation
·~ rder you will make this comparative reading at a time
Jhe n the a tmosp heric pressure stands at exactly 1013 . 2mb.

f'

.cc

. lot.
bigital readout altimeters are sometimes available as
Government surplus instruments and -therefore at a
reasonable price, however it is ad0isable to be very
careful here as it has been shown that a digital readout
can take up to seven times as long to read {for a
five digit number) as the equivalent analogue (dial)
measurement •

The Airspeed Indicator

The first thing to remember about an airspeed
indicator is that it is telling you how fast you are
moving Ln relation to the atmosphere, not to the ground.
It doesn't tell you how fast you are travelling but how
much air is available to hold you up. - As such it can be
an essential piece of equipment on any type of research
plane including th e low speed man-powered flying machine
where it is all too easy to measure groundspesd and
mistake it for 9irspeed.
This instrument, is like the altimeter, pressure
operated and it indicates the difference between
the pitot pressure and th~ static pressure. The -pitdt
is a metal tube facing into the direction of travel and
the pressure in this part of the system is obviously
higher · (when in forward motion) than the simple, -or
static, pressur~ of th~ at~6sphere -~t - that pcii~t. More
complicated than many instruments in its operating

-

,

lo3.
pri nciples~ th~ requires some consideration of
atmospheri6 density and is usually therefore inherently
inaccurate. It is normally used only to tell whether
design limitations of the craft are being approached,
but its inclusion in experimental craft can be very
helpful.
Placing the pitot tube itself should be considered
carefully since there are many points on any aircraft
where pressures are higher or lower at one speed than
at another. The pitot tube is sensitive to icing and
is often electrically heated, it doesn't like water
up its _spout and it is not unheard of for insects to
make their homes in it.
Think very carefully before investing your money in a ny
airspeed indicator and bear in mind that for true
accuracy it is necessary to fit a number of subsystems
to compensate for the inherent inaccuracy.

The Variometer

indicator
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flow sensor

Like the airspeed indicator, the variometer operates by
comparing pressures in the form of a rate of flow of air
from the atmosphere to a sealed and insulated chamber (or
vice versa). Actual measurement of the rate of flow is
based on the pressure change as the velocity varies (after
Bernoulli) and the indicator may simpls be a centre zero
analogue manometer or, in simple terms, a dial with a
needle going up or down. It is calibrat~d either in knots
(fsd being 10 or 15), feet per minute (1,000 or 1,500 at
full scale) □ I' metres per second ( 10 or 20 fsd).

'°"'·

More complex variometers rely on the temperature difference at different points in the system and this is
measured electronically (using temperature sensitive
devices called thermistors) but the operating . .
principle .is still that of airflow in and out of a
reservoir.
Very popular today are the audio output variometers
in which a rising or falling tone indicates the rate
of climb or fall. In order to distinguish the zero
point (when level flight is occuring) this tone may
be interupted in one direction. Some variometers
are so sensitive that they become confusing when changing altitude very slowly, and it is n6rma1 · to
have th e option of a quiet zorie . ciri either - □ r bcith
sides of . the zero point to eliminate unnecessary
readings.
A simple variometer with only an audio output need
cost no .more than about $80 and this will . use~
battery rather than the main power supply. This type
is very popular with hang gliders. The more complex
devices run to about $300 and include total energy
compensations derived from the pitot tube and static
pressure orifices.

The Corn pass

Any long distance flight, and even a short flight · over
unfamiliar terri t ory, calls for a compass · and map. If
you don't know how to use the two in conjunction then
you must learn the basics of map reading before you
start to make flights over new ground. One town looks
remarkably like another from two thousand feet, and the
only difference may be that one happens t6 have the
airfield you want on its outskirts while the other has

- --

b5.

not. A hang glider needing to land is unlikely to get a
very warm welcome if it sails onto a military airfield
which happens to be on the other side of town from the
local flying club. Sound unlikely? Don't you believe
it, one of the major causes of air accidents is bad
judgement following from being lost, and Ann Welch · in her
book Accidents Happen describes the skin diver who, having
swam a few hundred yards out on the surface with the
intention of coming back along the bottom - without a
compass - ended up over a mile out to sea because he was
cheerfully paddling off without any b~arings at all. In
this particular case he came within minutes of drowning
and was only saved by an alert - lifeguard. - In the •air
you don't come within minutes of a - fatal accident, you
often only have a few seconds warning.
A compass indicates, within the limitations of its type,
.magnetic north. In latitudes where the angle of dip is
large, i~e. where the lines of magnetic force dive fairly
steeply down a fairly large error can be induced by
have the plane of rotation of the compass away from the
horizontal. · Errors can also be introduced by having a
compass calibrated on one machine - and then placing it in
another one without recalibrating. Corr ections ar e
applied by positioning tiny magnets around the housing
iQ such a way that magnetic effects from the craft itself
are cancelled out and even the addition of a new
instrument to the panel is enough of a reason for the
pilot to make a careful check on the campa$s 1 s accuracy.

,-

i!

A gyro stabilised, or even a gyro operated, compass is
the most accurate type available for general use, but the
weight penalty incurred can be considerable and many
people prefer to use the well tried Cook compass. This has
a magnetic element of high magnetic moment but low inertia.
Fixed in rigid bearings this compass needstto be accurately
vertical if it is not mounted in gimbals and for a really
accurate reading the pilot must have both his pitch and
roll indicators centred. This type of compass, unlike
the boy Scout's type, is very quick to settle on a reading
and will nbt swing all around the - di~l dGring normal
manoeuvres. · The next degree of sophistication is the
Bohli compass in which the needle can align itself with
the local magnetic field as, well as being abla to ~ilt
with the angle of dip.

le~.

i
1,1

'i!

;.

Much less sensitive tb vertical displacement, this instrument has the disadvantge of being more expensive
than a simple Cook compass. Anyone hoping to navigate
in the air with a motor car compass (the sort you see
stuck on windscreens by a suction cap, and I have
seen them fitted to hang gliders before now) is
asking for trouble. It may be enough to give them a
rough idea of whether they are heading for the North
or South pole, but it is most likely to cause trouble
when they really need it for some piece of navigation
beyond its very simple abilities.
Avoid the temptation and remember that it is better
to have no instrument than one that is feeding you
false information.

et,

Soi.

-ADVERTISING

RATES & INFORMATION

'

½ Page
$10-00
Full Page
$20-00
Back Inside Cover .
Back Outside Cover

l

2
l

2

Members ads for gliders

$11-00
$12-00

Full
Full

$22-00
$24-00

- NO CHARGE

Members ads for things not associated with hang gliding
$2-00 each.
(limit of thr@e lines) ~.
Non-members ads for gliders an~ oth~r ~fticles
$4-00 (limit of three lines) - otherwise~ page rate
applies.

***************
SKYSAIL0R is the offi~i~l jo0ihal of Th~ -AU~tf~lian
Hang Gliding Association, which is ~~rian-profit, ~
member controlled organisation, serving light weight
self-lau~ch aircraft interests and · enthusiasts.
Subscription is by membership only, all requests for
application should be submitted to_yo~r nearest State
Co-ordinator or to the central office.

***************
Co-ordinating Editor PH: (08)2728844
T.A.H.G.A. Committee -
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Trish Arland.
c/- S.A.H.G.A. Inc.,
P.O. Box 163,
G00DW00D. S.A. 5034.
_Jhe President, ·
T.A.H.G.A., _-•~
173 Bronte Road,
WAVERLEY~ N.s.w. 2024.
Phone: (02) 3872160
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS:

'i
'i

I

(FOR SALE :I Super Cobra · - bef.ore overseas travel.
·
Black tips, white, yello~, oranga, red &
purple keel, 6 months old $400 only.
G. Prideaux.
(08) 438837 {bus.)
(08) 2974132(home)
ALSO
1965 V.W. Beetle. Rebuilt 1300 engine,
.new brakes. Runs lik~ a dream and has a fr .a nt.
rack suitable in addition to roof racks for
carrying a hang glider $400. Ph: as
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STEVE PAPAI .

FOR ALL MANTA PRODUCTS
New. Fledge 2.
Varios · (Hummingbird tjpe B) .
Helmets, harnesses -etc.
}~'.';:~~),~.<::;t.,l j\

•.

tlh\.
First sale of Fledge 2 receives $1 5 0 di s ·c·~~
Enquiries to:
.14 BevingtonRoad, · - - GLENUNGA. S.A.
5064.
..~·•

•IFOR

*

*

*

SALEI - FREE FLIGHT COBRA. Gciod condition; · new ·
A-frame & harness, ideal for training glider.
Colours - Red, 81Ge~ Light Blue, Y~llow. MUST SELL
.
.
QUICKLY $350 o~n.o. · CONTACT~ tfive Vernis, ·
20 Surf St., Sout~ Brighton s.A. 5048 PH: (08)29~~276 f ~

* Advertisers

*

*

*

are teminded that th~ Trade Practices Act
1974 provid~s severe penalties for false and misleading
advertising. It is not po~sibl~ for ··skysailor or
T.A.H.G.A ~ to -check the accuracy or ·quality of goods .
offered by advertisers ~nd, therefore, the responsibility
must lie with the person~ and companies submitting
material for publication.
IFOR SALEI - Cobra, reaaonable ., c9ndi tiori, red, white & blue
plus extras $400 or reasonable offer. Ring:
ke~neth Smith 217-0461 (08) Ext. 291 or call at
39 Barker Ave., Findon. s.A.
J
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